
“Support for Overseas Travelers with Low-Cost PCR Testing & Rest/Lodging”

Tokaido Shinagawa-shuku works with community to o�er “best last stay in Lodge Town”
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A “Modern Lodging Town” on the Tokaido Road

     Guesthouse Shinagawa-shuku was founded in 2009 as a lodging facility for backpackers. Our interactive stays

encouragecommunity involvement, and have gained popularity among foreign travelers. We have welcomed

over 10,000 guests a year from over 60 di�erent countries.

     After March 2020 due to the e�ects of the COVID-19 pandemic, our income dramatically fell, and even though

numerous emergency states have been declared in Tokyo, due to lodging being excluded from government-

mandated shut-downs, we have remained in business.

     In May 2020, a number of foreigners within Japan faced di�culty in returning to their home countries due to

economic circumstances caused by COVID-19. In response, Gueathouse Shinagawa-shuku began free lodging 

support for such individuals, and we have hosted over 200 free stays.

     The nearby Idogojusanji Clinic has given PCR tests to a number of foreign travelers despite a lack of multi-

lingual support and issues in delivering results to those without a �xed address within Japan. By combining the

medical services o�ered by the Clinic with the global hospitality experience and physical space provided by the

Guesthouse, we are able to o�er a free waiting area and budget lodging for those waiting for test results. We help

lower the “economic hurdles” for these travelers and welcome them to spend their last bit of time in Japan

comfortably in a “modern lodging town”.
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     As of Wednesday, May 26, 2021, Guesthouse Shinagawa-shuku, operated by SHUKUBA JAPAN (1-22-16 Kita-

Shinagawa Shinagawa-ku Tokyo CEO Takayuki Watanabe) has teamed up with “Idogojusanji Clinic”  to o�er emigrating

foreign travelers pre-departure support with “PCR Testing & Negative Result Certi�cation + free rest/budged lodging.”

A “Modern Lodging Town” on the Tokaido Road

     Guesthouse Shinagawa-shuku was founded in 2009 as a lodging facility for backpackers. Our interactive stays

encouragecommunity involvement, and have gained popularity among foreign travelers. We have welcomed

over 10,000 guests a year from over 60 di�erent countries.

     After March 2020 due to the e�ects of the COVID-19 pandemic, our income dramatically fell, and even though

numerous emergency states have been declared in Tokyo, due to lodging being excluded from government-

mandated shut-downs, we have remained in business.

     In May 2020, a number of foreigners within Japan faced di�culty in returning to their home countries due to

economic circumstances caused by COVID-19. In response, Gueathouse Shinagawa-shuku began free lodging 

support for such individuals, and we have hosted over 200 free stays.

     The nearby Idogojusanji Clinic has given PCR tests to a number of foreign travelers despite a lack of multi-

lingual support and issues in delivering results to those without a �xed address within Japan. By combining the

medical services o�ered by the Clinic with the global hospitality experience and physical space provided by the

Guesthouse, we are able to o�er a free waiting area and budget lodging for those waiting for test results. We help

lower the “economic hurdles” for these travelers and welcome them to spend their last bit of time in Japan

comfortably in a “modern lodging town”.



<Payment>
-On-site payment/Lodging plan guests can pay by credit card
-Please direct other questions regarding PCR testing methods, etc.  via the Idogojusanji Clinic website
<About “Free Rest”>
-Available for those who are awaiting test results between 10 AM and 6 PM (18:00).

To Reserve: Use the QR Codes above or call 
If you call, make sure you specify that you received an introduction from Guesthouse Shinagawa-shuku

Plan Outline (Japanese)

<Plan Details>
1. [Rest Plan] PCR Test + Test Result Certi�cate + Use of Lounge to wait for results  15,000 JPY (Up to 4 hours)
                                                                            (Breakdown: PCR Test 9,900 JPY + Certi�cate 5,100 JPY)
2. [Lodge Plan] PCR Test + Test Result Certi�cate + Overnight Stay                                                  19,500 JPY
                                                                            (Breakdown: PCR Test 9,900 JPY + Certi�cate 5,100 JPY + Lodging 4,500 JPY)
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<Other>
Priority will be given to foreign travelers facing �nancial di�culties upon departing Japan..
We plan to o�er these plans to Japanese citizens in the future.

[About the Plans]
6 Merits
       -Inexpensive
                →PCR Testing + Rest/Lodging at surprisingly afforable prices
       -Access
                →Near-direct train access to Narita and Haneda Airports. Good for early and late �ights.
       -Speed
                →Results and Certi�cate ready in as few as four hours (Positive or Negative) 
       -Multilingual Support
                          →Multilingual sta� on standby to assist
       -COVID-19 Prevention
                          →Compliant with all Ministry of Health and Tokyo City ordinances
                               to reduce the possibility of transmission
-Lodging Service
                →Able to use lodging facilities to wait until test results are available

Plan Outline (English)

<Guesthouse Lodging/Press Inquiries>

Lodging Facility: Guesthouse Shinagawa-shuku    1-22-16 Kita-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo (Open 8:00 ~ 20:00 / 8 AM to 8 PM)

Testing Offered by: Ido Gojusanji Clinic  NIC Haim Kita-Shinagawa 109, 1-22-17 Kita-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 

SHUKUBA JAPAN Guesthouse Shinagawa-shuku Manager Hasegawa

Tel: 03-6712-9440  E-mail : shin@shukuba.jp

We will call you back if we can’t answer your call.
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